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James Baldwin, the author of Go Tell It on the Mountain,
grew up to experience some socio-economic problems^especially
racial discrimination, that his African-American
contemporaries suffered in the United States. As a writer he
chose the novel as a medium to express his feelings and,
indirectly^suggest ways of solving some of the problems. In
the novel, and through his characters, Baldwin explored such
problems as hunger, lack of love, poverty, racial inequality
and poor education of the Negroes, as well as the hypocrisy
of the church. As he did so, he made use of Christian
imagery as artistic and narrative technique. My examination
of how well he used the technique is evaluated in this
thesis.
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THE RELIGIOUS AND LITERARY BACKGROUND OF JAMES BALDWIN
Anyone who reads James Baldwin's novel. Go Tell It on
the Mountain (1952),^ for the first time is struck by the
Christian imagery that permeates all the pages of the novel.
In fact, that imagery is first noted in the title of the
novel, which is an echo of the church song:
Go tell it on the mountain,
Over the hills and everywhere;
Go tell it on the mountain
That Jesus Christ is born!^
The significance of Baldwin adopting a line of the song
as title of his novel is that just as the news of the birth
of Christ gave hope and joy to those who were in need of
Christ the Messiah, so did the news of the publication of Go
Tell It on the Mountain give joy and hope to the poor and
racially segregated Americans, whose cause was being fought.
Also, just as the news of the birth of Christ was unwelcomed
by un-Godly people like Herod, Go Tell It on the Mountain was
seriously criticized by the Elders of the established
churches and some Whites whose hypocrisy and unjust race
relations are exposed in the novel.
One will not be surprised by Baldwin's heavy reliance
on Christian imagery and biblical diction when one realizes
that the novel is partially autobiographical: Baldwin was
born into a Christian family like the hero of the novel, John
Grimes. Baldwin's father, David Baldwin, was a fanatical.
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Pentecostal minister who preached in a church like John's
father, Gabriel Grimes, did in the church of the saints, the
Temple of the Fire Baptized found in Go Tell It on the
Mountain.
At the young age of fourteen, James Baldwin found
salvation in the church and, shortly thereafter, became a
minister himself.^ Ostensibly, he was sincerely and deeply
committed to the church; and although his ministry was brief,
lasting only three years, this period of Baldwin's life had
a lasting effect on his personal life and literary life as
well. As a minister, he had to read the Bible and compose
sermons based on it, to deliver to this congregation during
Sunday worships and other religious festivals and meetings in
a most persuasive manner. That is why we admire the sermons
of his character, Gabriel Grimes, even if we disagree with
his lifestyle and hypocrisy.
One can, therefore, surmise that the powerful rhetoric
of Baldwin the novelist may have developed his verbal art
from such Black Christian and folk elements as the gospel,
the blues, the spirituals, and general church hymns. And we
find the echoes of them in Go Tell It on the Mountain and in
most of the other writings of Baldwin. Nevertheless, if
Baldwin's literary craftsmanship and artistic techniques
rested solely on the religious metaphor and imagery, his
novels and other works may have attracted less audience and
readership than we find them do today. That means that
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Baldwin's literary background is equally important to the
business of this thesis.
Baldwin's literary career began as a result of his
search for a medium, other than the pulpit, to express his
rage against America and her unjust treatment of the Negroes.
According to W. J. Weatherby:
It was reading that saved him. It was an escape
from his stepfather, his home life, the Harlem
streets, the other boys, the cops. A book could
take him far away, he soon learned. By the age of
thirteen he had read everything in the Harlem
libraries and had started going down to the main
library on Forty-second Street. He went at least
three or four times a week to the local libraries
to return home with a pile of books each
time...They taught him that his problems were not
unique. The hunchback of Notre Dame had been even
uglier than Frog Eyesl The East End of London that
Charles Dickens described was even worse than
Harlem1 A Tale of Two Cities and Uncle Tom's Cabin
became his favorites and he reread them so many
times his mother hid them in case excessive reading
weakened his prominent eyes, but he persuaded her
they did him no harm.^
While attending Public School 24, then later Public
School 139, known as Frederick Douglass Junior High School,
Baldwin was soon spotted as an outstanding student. He
contributed a short story, editorials and sketches to the
school magazine. The Douglass Pilot. He also wrote the
lyrics to the school song.® These early literary
achievements not only emboldened him to write more, they also
encouraged him to read the works of other known writers of
the time, including Countee Cullen, who was the advisor of
the Douglass literary club.
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Charles Dickens' A Tale of Two Cities and Oliver Twist
were among the first novels which he read as a child.® He
found them fascinating because he easily related what he read
to the misery, which he saw everyday in Harlem. It is
possible that the young Oliver Twist reminded Baldwin of
himself and helped him to better understand the problems of
his own people, the deprived Negroes. Later in high school,
Baldwin began reading and was inspired by the works of Black
writers such as Countee Cullen, whom he knew, Langston
Hughes, who lived in Harlem, and a new writer named Richard
Wright, all who became added literary inspiration for him.^
All three writers used their works as a means of protesting
the socio-political plight of the Negro in America. For
instance, Wright's novel. Native Son was a bestseller and one
which called attention to the devastating evils of White
discrimination and prejudice against Negroes.
However, although Wright was the major Black writer
during the 1940's, whose style and themes many young Black
writers felt compelled to imitate, Baldwin was determined to
develop his own individual style.® In fact, one very
significant difference between Baldwin and Wright was their
motivation for writing. While Wright and many other Black
writers of the period were driven to write by political rage,
Baldwin, on the other hand, was motivated by factors other
than anger:
If the urge to express this rage against
social oppression was for Wright the
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primary necessity, Baldwin could not
arrive at this stage without destroying,
first, his theological dread, his sense
of personal corruption, and his fear of
his father.®
These three factors of Baldwin's personal motivation are all
expressed through the characters in Go Tell It on the
Mountain.
Baldwin had discovered the power of words. He thus
chose fiction as his particular means of expressing his rage
against social oppression. He chose to highlight the
ramifications of systematic oppression, and Go Tell It on the
Mountain was his first, and perhaps his best, attempt to
realize his literary dreams.
Baldwin's most significant religious influence came from
his step-father's fanatical religious fervor; for, it was his
relationship with his step-father that began to reveal to
Baldwin the hypocrisies found in the Christian church, its
leaders, and followers. Hence, hypocrisy becomes a major
theme explored in Go Tell It on the Mountain. Baldwin's
step-father's ministry had a lasting effect on him, both
personally and creatively.
Initially, Baldwin's ministry was a source of
inspiration and encouragement as it offered him a sense of
freedom and hope. His new status as a young and upcoming
minister drew attention to him, attention that he never
experienced prior to his ministry. In his essay. The Fire
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Next Time. Baldwin speaks candidly about the pure excitement
which filled him when he was in the church.
The church was very exciting. It took a
long time for me to disengage myself from this
excitement, and on the blindest, most visceral
level, I never really have, and never will. There
is no music like that music, no drama like the
drama of the saints rejoicing, the sinners
moaning, the tambourines racing, and all those
voices coming together and crying holy unto the
Lord. There is still, for me, no pathos quite like
the pathos of those multi-colored, worn, somehow
triumphant and transfigured faces, speaking from
the depths of a visible, tangible, continuing
despair of the goodness of the Lord. I have never
seen anything to equal the fire and excitement that
sometimes, without warning, fill a church, causing
the church, as Ledbelly and so many others have
testified, to 'rock.' Nothing that has happened to
me since equals the power and the glory that I
sometimes felt when, in the middle of a sermon, I
knew that I was somehow, by some miracle, really
carrying, as they said, 'the Word'—when the church
and I were one.^°
It was the religious vehemence that Baldwin felt during
his ministry which motivated the characters John, Gabriel,
Elizabeth, and Florence.
As stated earlier, Baldwin's ministry was quite brief.
His faith in and feelings for the church began to crumble
approximately one year after he began preaching.In
addition, he had sinful thoughts which he attempted to
suppress, but to no avail. Consequently, his faith,
religious conviction, and confidence in what he preached
began to waver. Prior to experiencing the demise of his
faith, James Baldwin consistently relied on divine
inspiration when delivering his sermons, for his sermons were
never written down because he preached about whatever came to
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his heart at a particular moment. His preaching was simply
led by his spirit. Divine guidance ceased to inspire him
and, thus, Baldwin gradually began to feel uncomfortable,
because he realized that he was leading a hypocritical life.
His heart was no longer in his ministry and the church. In
fact, Baldwin once stated, "That was the most frightening
time of my life, and quite the most dishonest, and the
resulting hysteria lent great passion to my sermons, for a
while. "^2 profound sense of personal corruption encouraged
Baldwin to leave his ministry.
Eventually, the hypocrisy which Baldwin experienced in
his personal life during the period of his ministry was
creatively recaptured and incorporated in Go Tell It on the
Mountain mainly through the character, Gabriel Grimes. For
example, Gabriel had a deep sense of respect for the church
elders convening for the "Twenty-Four Elders' Revival
Meeting," until he witnessed their cruelty toward Deborah, a
sister in Christ, and their obvious lack of the fear of God.
He describes his feelings towards the elders after witnessing
their rude behavior towards Deborah thus:
They had been in the field so long that they did
not tremble before God anymore. They took God's
power as their due, as something that made the more
exciting their own assured, special atmosphere.
They each had, it seemed, a bagful of sermons often
preached; and knew, in the careless lifting of an
eye, which sermon to bring to which congregation.^^
Although Baldwin formally broke away from the church in
Harlem, he never completely disassociated himself from the
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church because an indelible mark had been made upon him by
the church. However, he believed it necessary to leave once
he reached a point where, like the elders he later wrote
about in Go Tell It on the Mountain, he no longer trembled
before God. His religious fervor gradually dissipated.
Baldwin would no longer respect himself if he continued the
charade. So, after leaving the church, he explained his
action thus:
But I had been in the pulpit too long and I had
seen too many monstrous things. I don't refer
merely to the glaring fact that the minister
eventually acquires houses and Cadillacs while the
faithful continue to scrub floors and drop their
dimes and quarters and dollars into the plate. I
really mean that there was no love in the church.
It was a mask for hatred and self-hatred and
despair. The transfiguring power of the Holy Ghost
ended when the services ended and salvation stopped
at the church door.^^
Furthermore, Baldwin felt that the ritual and practices
advocated in his evangelical church were contradictory to
what existed in reality. He did not witness the practice of
love for self and for one another; rather, he saw in the
church a mask for hatred, self-hatred, and despair. He
decided, then, to concentrate his efforts on his love for
writing, and through his writing he exposed contradictions
and hypocrisies which he personally experienced in his life.
Using the rhetoric and tradition of the pentecostal,
storefront church, Baldwin reveals in Go Tell It on the
Mountain the socio-religious state of the urban, American
Negro. In the novel, he uncovers the contradictions of
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"free” America and of the Christian church; but it is his
eloquent and proficient use of religious metaphor and the
folksy verbal art of the Negroes that enabled Baldwin to
realistically create the urban and Northern fictional society
of Go Tell It on the Mountain.
How well Baldwin exploits the religious and literary
background that I have touched upon in the present chapter
will be evaluated and discussed in subsequent chapters—an
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CHAPTER 2
THE SOCIO-RELIGIOUS LIFE OF THE NEGROES IN
GO TELL IT ON THE MOUNTAIN
The degrading and pathetic social lives of the Negroes
in the 1940's seem to preoccupy James Baldwin. His personal
battle against poverty and racial injustice fueled his desire
to write about the social condition of the Negroes in Harlem.
Hence, he created characters in Go Tell It on the Mountain
that mirror the lives led by Negroes in Harlem as a way of
calling the attention of the general reader to such harsh
realities of Negro life. In his examination of the social
condition of the Negroes during the 1940's, Baldwin
'•illustrates the schizophrenia of the black American
experience with Christianity."^ In addition, Go Tell It on
the Mountain explores the confusion that the Negroes found
themselves in when confronting religion. The attitudes of
his characters range from insane fanaticism to
sacrilegiousness. "No black American writer before Baldwin
had quite the literary nerve...to question openly the
justice, judgement, and sincerity of God towards the
Negroes.
The two worlds of Harlem form the oxymoronic co¬
existence of the saints and sinners: while the bars,
cathouses, and the cinema peopled by the sinners are
portrayed as places of temptation, the church, peopled by the
saints, became safe havens for those who gave their lives for
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fellowship in the Temple of the Fire Baptized. Thus,
Baldwin's realistic portrayal of the socio-religious lives of
the characters adequately gives his readers an insight into
the good and the evil lives led by the Negroes in Harlem.
Social protest and self-discovery are among the reasons
why James Baldwin chose to write. Baldwin was himself keenly
aware of the detrimental effects of the Negro people facing a
society which systematically castrated them socially and
economically, while using religion and religious images as
their tools to keep the Negro "in his place." Christianity
taught the Negro endurance and patience, but it was
consequently used to the advantage of the white power
structure. The Black Harlem neighborhood, in which the
Grimes family resided, as well as the South from which
Richard, Elizabeth, Florence, and Gabriel fled, were both
socially and economically stagnant—which had a direct link
to the Negro religious fervor. For instance, the economic
conditions of the Grimes family contributed to the intensity
of their religious fervor. Put differently, the Grimes
family, as well as the other members of the Temple of the
Fire Baptized, were poor and, in most cases, not highly
educated; for that reason, they may not have gained
acceptance by both the white American society and the rich
sector of the community. So, the church that promised them
freedom from poverty and social segregation would serve as a
social therapy.
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Baldwin opens Part One of the novel, The Seventh Day,
with the following lines which support this reality:
And the Spirit and the bride say. Come.
And let him that heareth say. Come.
And let him that is athirst come.
And whosoever will, let him take
the water of life freely, (p.9)
The emphasis of this verse is freedom. And according to Noel
Schraufnagel, "years of struggling for a living under adverse
conditions, in both the rural south and in the urban ghetto,
increased the attractiveness of a religion that offered a
definite sign of salvation."^
Baldwin sets the socio-religious scene very early in the
novel and, consequently, we develop a sense of the society in
which the Grimes family lived and understand the significant
role of the church. The first few pages of Go Tell It on the
Mountain offer a clear understanding of the two extreme Negro
worlds found in Harlem. Part One of the novel. The Seventh
Day, reveals John's memories of his family hurrying to church
on Sunday mornings. Describing the routine of a typical
Sunday morning for the Grimes family, Baldwin portrays the
livelihood of the saints as well as the sinners. Through the
eyes of the narrator, we learn that early on Sunday mornings,
the streets are still full of Saturday night sinners and the
Grimes family must pass them on their way to the Temple of
the Fire Baptized. By presenting the contrast between the
lives of the sinners and the saints, Baldwin develops the
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ambience of Go Tell It on the Mountain, thereby revealing the
socio-religious lives of the Negroes.
A very disturbing scene is described by the narrator
early in the novel, but it is seen through the eyes of Roy
and John. The action involves a sexual encounter between a
man and a woman in the basement of a condemned building and
the narrator explains, "They did it standing up. The woman
had wanted fifty cents, and the man had flashed a razor." (p.
12) Prostitution for the woman was a basic, fundamental
means of survival. Perhaps she needed food or some other
necessity. Whatever the reason, this shameful act was
perhaps her only choice for survival, which happened to be a
sinful one. The man involved heightens the vileness of the
act by pulling a razor on the woman and refusing to pay her a
mere sum of fifty cents. His action compounds the absurdity
of their lives and shows that the man also chooses sinful
facilities to endure this own life. The tragedy, however,
lies in the fact that they have become victims of a society
that does not care very much for them. In fact, Baldwin
repeatedly describes scenes throughout the novel which, along
with the one described above, give us glimpses of the socio¬
religious situation of the Harlem Negro.
All of the major characters are representatives of
personality types. They are all shaped and influenced by
their stifling environments, and what they all share in
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common is their endless search for a just and fair world
where they may experience a little happiness and contentment.
Richard represents the determination of youth and their
unwillingness to settle for mediocrity. He is very
intelligent, aggressive, and unwilling to "bow down” to
Whites unlike many of his elders who may have "bowed down"
out of routine or simply for survival. He is self-educated,
actually educated in the streets, and, literally, raised
himself, as he was moved from one relative to another as a
child. Because Richard always had a difficult life, he could
not realistically imagine that God existed, and so he often
cursed Him. Richard did not grow up in the church and found
no value in it. Of his friends, Elizabeth once explained:
Not one of them ever went to church—one might
scarcely have imagined that they knew churches
existed—they all, hourly, daily, in their speech,
in their lives, and in their hearts, cursed God.
They all seemed to be saying, as Richard, when she
once timidly mentioned the love of Jesus, said 'you
can tell that puking bastard to kiss my black ass.'
(p. 163)
When Richard was wrongfully imprisoned Elizabeth looked at
him and asked, "What we going to do." Richard smiled a
vicious smile and replied sarcastically, "Maybe you ought to
pray to that Jesus of yours and get Him to come down and
tell these white men something." (p. 172)
Richard also represents the danger and nervous tension
associated with youth. In a sense, Richard is similar to
Richard Wright's Bigger Thomas, with the exception that
Richard did not find his relief in violence. Richard fought
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the system as long as he could, but the system ultimately
broke his spirit. He represents the tragedy of a lost,
potentially powerful generation.
Fundamentally, Elizabeth is a good person beset with bad
luck throughout most of her life. She represents the
unfairness of life. Elizabeth sincerely believed that "All
things work together for good to them that love the Lord,”
and she certainly loved the Lord wholeheartedly. Regardless
of her constant love and devotion to the Lord, Elizabeth
never achieved the happiness that she desired and deserved.
The only two men in her life whom she loved dearly and from
whom she received love in return were her father and Richard,
and they were both tragically taken away from her. As a
matter of fact, her love affair with Richard is the sole
heterogeneous relationship which is bound together by sincere
love and trust. After Richard came into Elizabeth's life,
happiness and contentment were her companions and she found
meaning in her life again. She had not experienced joy since
she was a child living with her father, and Richard brought
new meaning to her life. "He had suddenly arrived—and from
the moment of his death he had filled her life.” (p. 157)
Richard's untimely death left a void in Elizabeth's life, a
void which would never be filled again. The society in which
she lived destroyed her chance of happiness by destroying the
man whom she loved. What Elizabeth finally settled for was
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Gabriel, In him she saw an opportunity to better her life
and the life of her illegitimate son and
...his voice had made her feel that she was not
altogether cast down, that God might raise her
again in honor; his eyes had made her know that she
could be again...this time in honor—a woman, (p.
185)
Gabriel was the epitome of hypocrisy. "Set thine own
house in order” was his favorite scripture, but his life was
a direct contradiction of the scripture, as well as
everything else that he preached. His own house was in
complete chaos and he was the root cause of many of its
problems, although he would never admit it. All that Gabriel
advocated and professed to be—a Christian and devoted family
man—he undeniably ended up being just the opposite. He
denied and abandoned his illegitimate son. Royal; he treated
his step-son with contempt; and he expected Elizabeth to
worship him just because he married her and made her an
“honorable” woman.
Although the major focus of Go Tell It on the Mountain
is on John Grimes' initiation into manhood, Baldwin also
explored the lives of the other members of the Grimes family
and revealed the historical and cultural ties that bound them
together.'^ The story of John's conversion takes place during
the 1940's in Harlem, a metropolitan city recently populated
by southern migrants who had come to Harlem in search of
security and more productive lives. Gabriel, John's father,
Elizabeth, his mother, and Florence, his aunt, all migrated
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North to Harlem expecting to find promising opportunities and
better race relations. However, what they all discovered
after settling in Harlem was that the only difference between
the North and the South was the North promised more.
Elizabeth realized that,
there was not, after all, a great difference
between the world of the North and that of the
South which she had fled; there was only this
difference; the North promised more. And this
similarity: what it promised it did not give, and
what it gave, at length and grudgingly with one
hand, it took back with the other, (p. 163)
All of the main characters in Go Tell It on the Mountain came
to this conclusion at various stages in their lives.
Baldwin, then, incorporated the Great Migration of the
1940's into his novel and portrayed its great influence on
his characters. Usha Shourie explains in Black American
Literature that the lack of opportunities for Negroes is the
root cause of the economic plight of the Negro and the Great
Migration is one historical event which was a direct result
of Negroes seeking to improve their current economic status.^
In Go Tell It on the Mountain, we see the results of the
Great Migration through the characters of Gabriel, Elizabeth,
Florence, and Richard. Shourie further expounds;
Yet the fact remained that blacks' economic lot did
not show much improvement because the social system
did not accommodate those at the bottom of the
economic ladder so that blacks on the whole faced
the prospect of enforced improvement. In this
regard, it may be pointed out that the lack of
opportunities has been the root cause of blacks'
economic plight. Thus when the Negro artist
depicts the social realities of blacks, it is more
or less incumbent upon him to project the economic
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problems of his race and highlight the significance
of better opportunities.®
An this is exactly what James Baldwin did in Go Tell It on
the Mountain. Richard, for example, moved to Harlem because
"he hated the South.” Already a self-educated and highly
intelligent man, Richard displayed a determination to beat
the odds against young. Black males and achieve success.
Full of hate and hardened by social oppression, Richard
believed that perhaps Harlem could offer him brighter
opportunities. On the contrary, Richard found that he faced
some of the problems which he had faced in the South. The
only job opportunities open for him were menial ones, the
housing conditions were scandalous, and his ordeal with the
Harlem police once again proved to him that it was very
dangerous to be a Black man living in a white controlled
society.
Likewise, Elizabeth concluded that the North was unlike
what she imagined. While Elizabeth was actually following
Richard to Harlem, she also believed that her life would
change for the better because her adoration of Richard and
move to what she thought would be a promising city could only
have positive results. "Her pretext for coming to New York
was to take advantage of the greater opportunities the North
offered colored people; to study in a Northern school, and to
find a better job than she was likely to be offered in the
south." (p. 161) Nevertheless, Elizabeth found herself "in
an ugly backroom in Harlem" and with a "job as chambermaid in
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the same hotel which Richard worked as elevator boy.” (p.
162) Thus, both Richard and Elizabeth found themselves in
this "land of opportunity” still working menial, servile
jobs—nothing had really changed for them.
Also, Gabriel's move to New York proved that the social
and economic plight of the Negro was still just as oppressive
as in the South. Gabriel worked as a factory worker from sun
up to sun down and his only solace was his ministry on
Sundays. Even Florence wondered, after leaving the South and
her dying mother,
...What on earth had possessed her to undergo such
hard trials and travel so far from home, if all she
had found was a two-room apartment in a city she
did not like, and a man yet more childish than any
she had known when she was young, (p. 84)
Florence left the injustices of the racist South seeking
better opportunities but ended up facing death "alone and in
poverty, in a dirty, furnished room.” (p. 90)
Many religious leaders in the Negro community have used
the ambience of the Black church to make statements
concerning the plight of Black Americans because the church
rhetoric moves and stirs in people a desire to demand change.
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Jesse Jackson, and many other
religious leaders are among those who have evoked emotions
and driven people to take action and to take responsibility
for their social and economic conditions. The role of the
Christian church in promoting racial justice is incomparable
to any other institution. In Go Tell It on the Mountain.
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James Baldwin incorporates the significance of the church
power.
The "storefront" church in the Negro community was a
source of political power, as well as a spiritual haven.
"The inadequacy, from a religious standpoint, of the
institutional denominations accounts for the 'storefront'
churches which one finds in Negro communities in American
cities."^ The Christian church has always maintained a
significant role in the Negro community and James Baldwin
uses The Temple of the Fire Baptized as the central place of
action in Go Tell It on the Mountain. "The Temple" plays a
significant role in the lives of the Grimes family and the
community as a whole. In this, Baldwin reiterates and
supports the premise that the Black church is an important
institution for the Black community.
"One of the few cultural institutions the Southern Negro
transplanted to Northern soil with a modicum of success was
his church."® The First World War resulted in the mass
migration of Negroes to northern cities.
The war created an unprecedented demand on the
part of northern industries for workers... The mass
movement of Negroes from the South also stimulated
by floods and the ravages of the boll weevil as
well as the oppression which Negroes had suffered.
As a result of the mass movements from the South
large Negro communities were created in the
metropolitan areas of the North.®
Such was the community in which the Grimes family lived.
They tried, though unsuccessfully, to make life tolerable
and, like many other Negro families, when that failed the
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Christian church was there to cushion the disappointments.
But as Baldwin points out in Go Tell It on the Mountain, the
Christian church could not provide for its members all that
it claimed to provide. Like Gabriel, Elizabeth, and
Florence, the members of The Temple of the Fire Baptized paid
a high price for turning to the church out of desperation.
Bernard W. Bell says that "Baldwin's major achievement in Go
Tell It on the Mountain is his lyrical treatment of the
doctrines and rituals of the inner-city black Pentecostal
church and the witness he bears to the high price many
blacks, collectively and individually, have paid for their
moral victory over social oppression."^®
While the church may offer a tangible "cushion" to
social oppression, it also serves as an institution which
promotes unrealistic aspirations for its members. There were
many Negroes who fervently turned to Christianity in order to
cope with the harsh realities of Negro life. Like James
Baldwin, some of them discovered that Christianity does not
and cannot heal America of its hypocrisies and injustices;
people must do that! That is why many Negroes, including
Richard Wright, turned to the Communist Party for salvation.
In fact, the God whom Baldwin's characters believed in, with
all of His love and compassion, could not shield and protect
them from flagrant injustices. And once Gabriel realized
that his God did not protect him, even after he became a
Deacon, his hatred for white people continued to mount until
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he regarded all white people as devils, an opinion that
Florence, Elizabeth and John vehemently challenged.
Some years after Go Tell It on the Mountain. James
Baldwin wrote The Fire Next Time, in which he explained his
own religious experience on the threshing floor and how he
reached the conclusion that religion was not a panacea:
The universe, which is not merely the stars and the
moon and the planets, flowers, grass, and trees,
but other people, has evolved no terms for your
existence, has made no room for you, and if love
will not swing wide the gates, no other power will
or can. And if one despairs—as who has not?—of
human love, God’s love alone is left. But God—and
I felt this even then, so long ago, on that
tremendous floor, unwillingly—is white. And if
His love was so great, and if He loved all His
children, why were we, the blacks, cast down so
far? Why? In spite of all I said thereafter, I
found no answer on the floor—not that answer,
anyway—and I was on the floor all night.
These sentiments may have inspired the narration of
John's conversion on the threshing floor, which he left with
many unanswered questions 1 But Baldwin concludes the novel
with John's affirmation that regardless of the difficulties
he may face as an adult, he is strengthened and ready to go
out into the world. In other words, those who attend
Christian religious services and prayer meetings may be
inspired by the scripture messages they hear; but,
ultimately, their individual personal determinations will
take them out of the quagmire of socio-economic segregation
that African Americans of all ages are subjected to in the
United States of America.
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CHAPTER 3
THE GRIMES FAMILY AND CHRISTIAN RELIGION
James Baldwin uses Christian religious imagery to
describe events, scenes, and characters in Go Tell It on the
Mountain. including the structure of the Grimes family.
Baldwin chose Gabriel as the domineering head of the family
and the driving force behind the religious motivations of the
rest of the family members. Mainly, it is Gabriel's
fanatical and domineering demeanor which is the cause of his
inability to live harmoniously with any of his family
members. Gabriel shows absolutely no compassion towards
anyone, particularily his step-son, John, and yet he
emphatically professes to be a faithful Christian.
The Grimes family is certainly not structured the way
one would envision a "strong Christian" family. Rather, it
is dysfunctional and divided and because Baldwin has
structured the family in such a way, he demonstrates to his
readers the irony of Christianity. That is, what something
seems to be is not necessarily what it is in reality. It is
interesting and fitting that Baldwin chose the biblical
quote, "Set thine own house in order, for thou shalt die and
not live," as Gabriel's favorite and most used scripture,
when, in fact, everything about his family structure is
chaotic. No one family member is truly happy in their home
and the children, especially Roy, rebel against the family
rules. Roy's own religious beliefs are directly influenced
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by Gabriel's. Because Roy rebels against his father, he do
so also against religion that means so much to Gabriel. Roy
sarcastically explains to his mother, when she attempts to
defend Gabriel and his behavior,
'Yeah,' said Roy, 'we don't know how lucky we is to
have a father what don't want you to go to movies,
and don't want you to play in the streets, and
don't want you to have friends, and he don't want
this and he don't want that, and he don't want you
to do nothing. We so lucky to have a father who
just wants us to go to church and read the Bible
and beller like a fool in front of the altar and
stay home all nice and quiet, like a little mouse.
Boy, we sure is lucky, all right. Don't know what
I done to be so lucky.' (p. 24)
Gabriel's religious fanaticism causes both Roy and
Florence, Gabriel's sister, to reject him and his religion.
In fact, the one person whom Gabriel adores and finds no
fault with, Roy, is one who hates him most and rejects
anything associated with the church and Christianity.
Albeit, one would expect to see tangible manifestations
of love and affection within a Christian family; however, in
the novel, one sees very little love expressed within the
Grimes family. The family structure is unstable because it
is built on fear, intimidation, and hypocrisy, instead of
love. The family members attempt to relate to one another in
the stifling environment created by Gabriel's fanatical
religious behavior and no one family member is comfortable in
their home. The description of John's never-ending task of
cleaning the house displays his sense of utter hopelessness;
John hated sweeping this carpet, for dust rose,
clogging his nose and sticking to his sweaty skin.
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and he felt that should he sweep it forever, the
clouds of dust would not diminish, the rug would
not be clean. It became in his imagination his
impossible, lifelong task, his hard trial, like
that of a man he had read about somewhere, whose
curse it was to push a boulder up a steep hill,
only to have the giant who guarded the hill roll
the boulder down again—and so on, forever,
throughout eternity; he was still out there, that
hapless man, somewhere at the other end of the
earth, pushing his boulder up the hill. He had
John's entire sympathy, for the longest and hardest
part of his Saturday mornings was his voyage with
the broom across this endless rug: and, coming to
the French doors that ended the living-room and
stopped the rug, he felt like an indescribably
weary traveler who sees his home at last. Yet for
each dustpan he so laboriously filled at the
doorsill demons added to the rug twenty more; he
saw in the expanse behind him the dust that he had
raised settling again in the carpet; and he
gritted his teeth, already on edge because of the
dust that filled his mouth, and nearly wept to
think that so much labor brought so little reward.
(pp. 26 & 27)
John felt trapped in his own home, just as he felt trapped in
Harlem.
Florence is the only family member who knows Gabriel for
who he truly is. Having known Gabriel prior to his religious
conversion, Florence could see beyond his facade of self-
righteousness that no one else could easily detect. She knew
of Gabriel's sin of adultery and his illegitimate son; so,
Gabriel could not manipulate Florence like he so often tried
to manipulate others. Florence is also an extremely proud
woman and found it difficult to humbly ask for mercy from the
same God whom Gabriel worships, but finally out of
desperation, she turns to God and seeks His forgiveness:
And she cried aloud, as she had never in all her
life cried before, falling on her face on the
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altar, at the feet of the old, black woman. Her
tears came down like burning rain. (p. 90)
She is the only family member bold enough to confront Gabriel
with his hypocrisy towards the end of the novel, while they
went home after service at The Temple of the Fire Baptized.
This happened as a result of Gabriel's unfavorable reaction
to John's religious conversion. In that encounter, Florence
revealed to Gabriel his past and threatens to use it as a
weapon against him before Elizabeth and the church. She said
to Gabriel:
'I ain't long for this world, but I got this
letter, and, I'm sure going to give it to Elizabeth
before I go, and if she don't want it, I'm going to
find some way—some way, I don't know how—to rise
up and tell it, tell everybody about the blood the
Lord's anointed is got on his hands'...'I'11 make
Elizabeth to know,' she said, 'that she ain't the
only sinner...in your holy house. And little
Johnny, there—he'll know he ain't the only
bastard.' (p. 214)
Florence was determined to stop self-righteous Gabriel from
degrading Elizabeth and John as he glorified himself.
The relationship between John and Gabriel is important.
Sondra A. O'Neale explains in her article, "Fathers, Gods,
and Religion; Perceptions of Christianity and Ethnic Faith
in James Baldwin," that Baldwin's use of Gabriel as the
earthly father figure representing God is symbolic. "Thus,
the harsh father—most succinctly because of his ministerial
profession—becomes a symbol of the Calvinistic God, who had
likewise cursed the African to a base position of sonship."^
In this instance, within the Grimes family, Gabriel
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represents the God who cursed the African, represented by
John. Poor John suffered unjustly and no matter what he
achieved, he was always debased by Gabriel. O'Neale goes on
to explain:
Within the cosmology of biblical narrative is of
course the Cain story in which God and his image,
Adam, denied Cain, the honor of an elder son
because he had murdered his youngest brother Abel.
They gave the inheritance of the lineage to a third
son, Seth, and banished Cain from the familiar
community to wander as a vagabond on the earth.^
John was certainly cognizant of his step-father's
unchristian feelings towards him and saw Gabriel only as an
authority figure. There was never any compassion or love
shown between the two. John attempted to reach out to
Gabriel, however, the gesture was never reciprocated. The
conclusion of the novel offered the final illustration of
John attempting to connect to Gabriel, but even after John's
religious conversion Gabriel remained staunchly cold towards
John:
'He come through,' cried Elisha, 'didn't he. Deacon
Grimes? The Lord done laid him out, and turned him
around and wrote his new name down in glory. Bless
our GodI'
And he kissed John on his forehead, a holy
kiss. 'Run on, little brother,' Elisha said,
'Don't you get weary. God won't forget you. You
won't forget.'
Then he turned away, down the long avenue,
home. John stood still, watching him walk away.
The sun had come full awake. It was waking the
streets, and the houses, and crying at the windows.
It fell over Elisha like a golden robe, and struck
John's forehead, where Elisha had kissed him, like
a seal ineffaceable forever.
And he felt his father behind him. And he
felt the March wind rise, striking through his damp
clothes, against his salty body. He turned to face
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his father—he found himself smiling, but his
father did not smile.
They looked at each other a moment. His
mother stood in the doorway, in the long shadow of
the hall.
'I's ready,' John said, 'I'm coming. I'm on my
way. (p. 221)
It would seem that Gabriel would be proud of John's
religious conversion, particularily because he is a minister
and would normally rejoice when witnessing anyone's re-birth;
but because it is John, and not Roy, Gabriel showed no
happiness. He yearned for Roy's love, but in Roy he saw
himself as a young boy, defiant, sinful, and rebellious.
Ironically, it is Roy, Gabriel's pride and joy, who
displayed the most bitter feelings towards his father. Roy's
hatred for Gabriel was vividly displayed when he threatened
Gabriel after Gabriel slapped Elizabeth in front of her
children. Roy exclaimed; "Don't you slap my mother. That's
my mother. You slap her again, you black bastard, and I
swear to God I'll kill you." (p. 28)
Baldwin began Go Tell It on the Mountain by showing his
readers the family structure. The first family interaction
described the morning of John's fourteenth birthday, a
Saturday in March, 1935. All of the family members, with the
exception of Gabriel who has already gone to work, were
gathered in the kitchen eating breakfast and preparing to
begin the day. A conversation began whereby Elizabeth was
attempting to defend Gabriel's oppressive, fanatical behavior
towards the family, and she explained that Gabriel seemed
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strict to them only because he loved his family and wanted
them to "walk humbly before the Lord." (p. 25) However, Roy
did not agree with her explanation and asked, "Tell me, how
come he don't never let me talk to him like I talked to you?
He's my father, ain't he? But he don't never listen to me—
no, I all the time got to listen to him." (p. 25) Gabriel
failed to communicate with Roy or anyone else for that
matter. Hence, there was no bonding between Gabriel and his
family. When we pit Gabriel's apparent display of love in
the church and absence of it in his home, we notice some
hypocrisy.
There is inherent hypocrisy in Go Tell It on the
Mountain. Baldwin's use of irony stresses the hypocrisy
found in the characters and their actions and within the
Christian church; but it is Gabriel, self-proclaimed
righteous Deacon, that must be accused of hypocrisy more than
any other character, for his self-righteousness caused him to
contradict himself quite often:
Gabriel is ironically judged by his own quotations
from the Bible and doctrines of the church. Under
the title 'Gabriel's Prayer' is an epigraph taken
from a Negro spiritual, which asserts, 'I ain't no
stranger now.' This expresses Gabriel's conviction
that he is 'saved, ' the fundamental tenet of his
religious faith and the basis for his holier-than-
thou attitude. If this assumption were allowed to
stand uncorrected, the reader would condemn that
faith as illusory and deplore John's conversion to
it, since Gabriel is revealed as more devilish than
saintly. But Baldwin carefully shows the irony of
Gabriel's assumption by contrasting it with his own
preaching. We learn early in the novel that he has
taught his sons that they are in more danger of
damnation than African savages precisely because
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they are not strangers to the gospel, (p. 40) In
one of his sermons, he stresses the need for
humility and consciousness of sin before God:
•When we cease to tremble before him we have turned
out of the way. ' (p. 103) In his thoughts about
the tarry service, he remembers that 'the rebirth
of the soul is perpetual.' (p. 113) Gabriel, the
preacher and expositor of the faith, thus passes
ironic judgement on his own self-righteousness.^
Gabriel becomes much like the seasoned ministers he
remembered from the revival he preached down South. The
ministers joked about salvation and the number of souls which
they saved and Gabriel vowed that he would never become like
them, taking God so lightly. But Gabriel, like these
ministers, ceased to tremble before God. He hid his
hypocrisy by always quoting his text: "Set thine house in
order, for thou shalt die and not live" which he used both to
terrify his children and to assert his own righteousness.
Baldwin cleverly placed this text immediately following the
breakfast scene, which showed how disordered Gabriel's house
was in its family relationships.
Once again, Baldwin displayed hypocrisy through the
character Gabriel in his attitude towards white people.
Regardless of the fact that Gabriel is a minister, his
warning to his family is to beware of the white man. He
taught his sons to hate all white people and to never trust
them. Because John excelled academically in school and was
praised by his white teachers, Gabriel warned John not to
believe what his teachers said about him.
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The second scene where Baldwin placed the Grimes family
together is immediately following a street fight where Roy is
stabbed across his forehead. The family members, including
Florence, are all gathered in the living room as Roy lay
stretched out on the sofa, still bleeding. He had a knife
cut above his left eye and Elizabeth and Gabriel were
attending to the wound. The scene was quite tense, as
everyone knew the potential for Gabriel to become violent
because his pride and joy had been injured.
His father's face was terrible in anger, but now
there was more anger in it. John saw now what he
had never seen before, except in his own vindictive
fantasies: a kind of wild, weeping terror that made
the face seem younger, and yet at the same time
unutterably older and more cruel. And John knew,
in the moment his father's eyes swept over him,
that he hated John because John was not lying on
the sofa where Roy lay. (p. 43)
The anger and terror which Gabriel at this moment is
transferred to his anger and fear of white society and he
beckoned to John. "You come here boy and see what them white
folks done done to your brother...." "You see?" ... "It was
white folks, some of them white folks you like so much that
tried to cut your brother's throat." (p. 45) It was obvious
that whomever cut Roy was not aiming for his throat. Also,
everyone else knew that Roy was totally to blame for his
tragedy because he was with a group of his mischievous
friends.
While Gabriel taught his children that all white people
were to blame for his miserable and unfulfilling life, John
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refused to share his bigotry, nor did he share his hatred for
white people. John was exposed to some friendly, caring
white students and teachers alike, and while John realized
that there were two separate Harlems—one Black and one
white—he did not keep bitterness in his heart. Gabriel, the
minister, on the other hand, taught hatred.
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ARTISTIC TECHNIQUES IN GO TELL IT ON THE MOUNTAIN
James Baldwin employs several artistic techniques to
enhance the reader's understanding of Go Tell It on the
Mountain. Some of the techniques that he so artistically and
proficiently employs include; flashbacks, realistic
characterization, diction and language realism, and authorial
commentary. All the techniques come together to crystalize
the message of the novel.
In Book Two, each Prayer of the Saint begins with a
current action of a character. But as the character
meditates, his or her prayer triggers off an event of his or
her past life. This way of revealing the lives of the
characters is an artistic technique called flashback. To
exemplify Baldwin's exploitation of the technique, we quote
Florence's prayer in full:
When Florence cried, Gabriel was moving outward in
fiery darkness, talking to the Lord. Her cry came
to him from afar, as from unimaginable depths; and
it was not his sister's cry he heard, but the cry
of the sinner when he is taken in his sin. This
was the cry he had heard so many days and nights,
before so many altars, and he cried tonight, as he
had cried before: 'Have your way Lord! Have your
way! '
Then there was only silence in the
church...Even Praying Mother Washington had ceased
to moan. Soon someone would cry again, and the
voices would begin again; there would be music by
and by, and shouting, and the sound of the
tambourines. But now in this waiting, burdened
silence it seemed that all flesh waited—paused,
transfixed by something in the middle of the air—
for the quickening power.
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...This silence, continuing like a corridor,
carried Gabriel back to the silence that had
preceded his birth in Christ. Like a birth indeed,
all that had come before this moment was wrapped in
darkness, lay at the bottom of the sea of
forgetfulness, and was not now counted against him,
but was related only to that blind, and doomed, and
stinking corruption he had been before he was
redeemed, (p. 92)
Here, Florence's prayer reminds Gabriel of his own sins
before he was "saved." What happens here gives the reader
an idea of what brought each character to the church. When
the words come out of the characters' mouths, readers tend to
believe them more than they would if they all came from the
narrator's mouth.
Flashback is an artistic technique that Baldwin uses in
providing the reader with pertinent information about the
characters. Such background information includes the family
background, personal experiences and relationships,
motivations, and thoughts of the characters. Also, flashback
recalls contain significant events which occurred prior to
the prayer meeting at the Temple of the Fire Baptized as well
as those leading to John's conversion, which takes place in
the concluding section of the novel. The Threshing Floor.
With regard to Gabriel, Baldwin uses flashback to
recapitulate twenty years of Gabriel's life including his
earlier marriage to Deborah, his adulterous affair with
Esther and the birth and death of their son. Royal, his
internal struggle between good and evil, his own distaste for
the "big comfortable, ordained" evangelists at the Twenty
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Four Elders' Revival Meeting, and his ambivalence towards
Elizabeth and her son, John.^ For example, within Gabriel’s
flashback, Baldwin discerns Gabriel's inner conflict between
good and evil:
He held onto her hands as though he were in
the middle of the sea and her hands were the
lifeline that would drag him to shore. 'Jesus
Jesus Jesus,' he prayed, 'Oh, Jesus Jesus. Help me
to stand. ' He thought that he was pulling back
against her hands—but he was pulling her to him.
And he saw in her eyes now a look that he had not
seen for many a long day and night, a look that was
never in Deborah's eyes. (p. 126)
Hence, flashback as artistic technique enables Baldwin to
trace Gabriel's sinfulness, spiritual re-birth, and his
subsequent self-righteousness, so that the reader may better
grasp the inner conflicts within Gabriel.
Also, the use of flashback reveals that the "loveless"
Elizabeth is never fully content with her life and so she
always looks up to God for deliverance, a practice that helps
her to find strength. Through the use of flashback Baldwin
recounts her various unsuccessful experiences with love: the
deep sense of loss she felt when separated from her father,
her first and only love affair with Richard and his ultimate
and untimely suicide, and her loveless, convenient marriage
to Gabriel after the birth of her son, John. Again, Baldwin
has provided his reader with vital information.
As Florence kneels to pray she hears the lines of the
song "standing in the need of prayer," that helps her to
reminisce about her childhood in the South. The first
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incident which she recalls is the raping of the sixteen-year
old Deborah by a gang of white men. The incident reminds
Florence of her flight from the South, after refusing to
become her white employer's concubine, and her marriage to an
subsequent separation from Frank. Baldwin's use of flashback
reveals the reasons why Florence and Frank's marriage would
terminate: that is, Frank could not tolerate Florence's
disdain for the "common nigger." Likewise, the reader is
made to understand Florence's inability to love or trust not
just Frank, but also any other man.
Flashback as artistic technique, enables Baldwin to
provide background information on the characters that helps
the readers to understand the motivations and actions of the
characters at the present moment of the novel.
Baldwin creates realistic characters whose lives mirror
the lives of Negroes in the 1940's. For instance, Gabriel
Grimes represents the hypocritical life of the clergy of that
period in Negro history. Gabriel rejects Elizabeth,
Florence, and John, essentially everyone except Roy, who
resembles him in behavior and temperament. It is realistic
for a self-righteous and "confused" evangelical minister to
live a life of debauchery, turn from his sinfulness after a
spiritual re-birth, except for a brief period when he turned
back to his lustful feelings and had an affair with Esther,
then spends much of his life seeking ways of rebuilding his
life. In fact, the reason why Gabirel marries Elizabeth is
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because he believes that God has made it possible for him to
marry a "fallen sister" and care for her and her fatherless
child as his opportunity to rectify the mistakes he made with
Esther and Royal. The narrator explains:
And, rising, Gabriel thought of how the Lord had
led him to this church so long ago, and how
Elizabeth, one night after he had preached, had
walked this long aisle to the altar, to repent
before God her sin. And then they had married, for
he believed her when she said that she was changed-
-and she was the sign, she and her nameless child,
for which he had tarried so many dark years before
the Lord. It was as though, when he saw them, the
Lord had returned to him again that which was lost.
(pp. 150-151)
But when Gabriel realizes that, even after marrying and
providing for Elizabeth and her child, nothing has changed in
his life, he loses all hope and finds it difficult to
understand why, after all that he sacrifices, God has not
uplifted his life. He is still impoverished. He is still
working an unrewarding, menial job, barely providing for his
family. And he is still miserable with his life. To add to
his disappointments, Gabriel thinks that none of his two sons
amounts to anything. In fact, he grows to despise John
despite the potential that John has, and it is very difficult
for Gabriel to accept the reality of John's potential for
greatness in life. While the reader may not agree with
Gabriel's behavior, one can understand Gabriel's life
because of Baldwin's realistic characterization of Gabriel.
Furthermore, Baldwin portrays Florence as an extremely
proud woman running away from "low life niggers" and one who
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began her young life struggling for recognition, which she is
deprived of as a child. Florence maintains a prideful
personality which is cover for the love that nobody showed
to her as a child. That is why it is so difficult for her to
build meaningful relationships with others.
Also, Florence's initial experience with or memory of
men and their sexuality is related to the incident of Deborah
and the gang of white men who raped her. This initial
negative experience with men causes Florence to develop
negative feelings toward men for the rest of her life. When
Frank tries to make love to her, it becomes an inner battle
for Florence does not know how to relax and enjoy her
husband.
...She felt that everything in existence between
them was part of a mighty plan for her humiliation.
She did not want his touch, and yet she did: she
burned with longing and froze with rage. And she
felt that he knew this and inwardly smiled to see
how easily, on this part of the battlefield, his
victory could be assured. But at the same time she
felt that his tenderness, his passion, and his
love were real. (p. 87)
Both Florence and Deborah wondered, after Deborah's
attack, if all men were like the men that attacked Deborah
and changed her fate forever. They wondered if all men
"lived only to gratify on the bodies of women their brutal
and humiliating needs." (p. 74) Having thoughts such as these
young girls had had far-reaching effects on both Florence and
Deborah and we can, therefore, understand Florence's lack of
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success in keeping her marriage together or developing a
healthy relationship with any man.
Baldwin's diction and language realism are another
artistic technique which distinguish Go Tell It on the
Mountain as a great novel. Shirley S. Allen acknowledges
Baldwin's realistic use of language when he asserts that
"Baldwin's excellent command of language (improved over his
earliest short stories) and his talent for almost poetic
expression are used to present the thoughts of a Harlem
school boy without restrictions to his grammar and
vocabulary.2
Indeed, in Go Tell It on the Mountain. Baldwin has
written a novel which contains ungrammatical, "street
language" of uneducated Harlem Negroes as a means of
capturing the idiom of the people and social ambience of
their community. For example, Esther tells Gabriel during
their rendezvous: "You ain't in the pulpit now. You's here
with me. Even Reverend's got the right to take off his
clothes sometime and act like a natural man." (p. 127) In
fact, the dialogue between the characters is an extremely
significant factor in creating a credible Harlem community.
The language that the characters speak reveals their lack of
education, and their obsession with religion.
The dialogue between the characters make the scenes come
alive when Sister Price, Sister McCandless, and Praying
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Mother Washington are discussing John's religious conversion
in the Temple of the Fire Baptized:
"You know, the Lord is a wonder," said the
praying mother. "Don't you know, all this week He
just burdened my soul, and kept me a-praying and a-
weeping before Him? Look like I just couldn't get
no ease nohow—and I know He had me a-tarrying for
that boy's soul."
"Well, amen," said Sister Price. "Look like
the Lord just wanted this church to rock. You
remember how He spoke through Sister McCandless
Friday night, and told us to pray, and He'd work a
mighty wonder in our midst? And he done moved—
hallelujah—He done troubled everybody's mind."
"I just tell you," said Sister McCandless,
"all you got to do is listen to the Lord; He'll
lead you right every time; He'll move every time.
Can't nobody tell me my God ain't real." (p. 208)
The passage is an example of the religious diction that
characterizes the dialogue of the characters throughout the
novel. "Praise the Lord," "hallelujah" and religious
testimonies run throughout Go Tell It on the Mountain. It is
customary that the religious characters or "the saints" greet
one another with a jubilant shout, "Praise the Lord!" whether
they are in the Temple or just conversing with fellow
Christians.
Both the characters and the narrator are proficient in
their religious diction and language, although their word
choice and styles are contrasting. Shirley S. Allen comments
on Baldwin's ability to represent both the dialogue of the
obviously educated narrator and that of the less educated
characters of Go Tell It on the Mountain when she asserts;
Baldwin's ear for language and his skill at
representing it in print are nowhere better
displayed than in the dialogue of Go Tell It on the
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Mountain, where the dialect is conveyed with such
subtlety and economy that the rhythms, accent, and
colloquialisms of Harlem speech do not blur the
individuality and dignity of the speakers.
Contrasted with the dialogue is the educated and
highly literate voice of the internal narrator,
compelling the reader's understanding and sympathy
beyond suggestions of race or class.^
Baldwin moves with ease from the diction of the
characters to that of the narrator, which is a totally
different style but, nonetheless, maintains the aura of the
evangelical church. The following passage exemplifies
realistic use of language by the narrator who describes
Elisha receiving the Holy Ghost while singing and playing the
piano one Sunday morning thus;
At one moment, head thrown back, eyes closed, sweat
standing on his brow, he sat at the piano, singing
and playing; and then, like a great, black cat in
trouble in the jungle, he stiffened and trembled,
and cried out. Jesus, Jesus, oh Lord Jesus! He
struck on the piano one last, wild note, and threw
up his hands, palms upward, stretched wide apart.
The tambourines raced to fill the vacuum left by
his silent piano, and his cry drew answering cries.
Then he was on his feet, turning, blind, his face
contorted with this rage, and the muscles leaping
and swelling in his long, dark neck...Sometimes he
did not stop until he fell—until he dropped like
some animal felled by a hammer—moaning, on his
face. And then a great moaning filled the church.
(pp. 15-16)
Baldwin ensures that his characters language, and that
of the narrator reflects their regional accents, educational
level, and their racial or social class. In addition, his
superb use of biblical diction adds to the religious
ambience of the novel. The realistic use of language of
narration and of conversation by characters combine with
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other artistic techniques to reveal the overall message of
the novel.
Another artistic technique that should be noticed is
authorial commentary. The characters freely converse with
each other or meditate on their past experiences, but
periodically, the author would inject his own ideas or
thoughts on situations which serve to further enlighten the
reader on issues important to James Baldwin. The authorial
commentary takes the form of the narrator deviating from
telling the story in order to analyze a situation and then
resume the narrative tread and the dialogue between the
characters. Ostensibly, the analysis may be made by the
narrator, but in actuality the analysis and point of view are
those of the author. To exemplify the technique, let us
examine the following passage, which deals with the stabbing
of Roy:
'•You see?" came now from his father. "It was
white folks, some of them folks you like so much
that tried to cut your brother's throat."
John thought, with immediate anger and with a
curious contempt for his father's inexactness, that
only a blind man, however white, could possibly
have been aiming at Roy's throat; and his mother
said with a calm insistence:
"And he was trying to cut theirs. Him and
them bad boys."
• • •
"You can tell that foolish son of yours
something," he said to his wife with venom, having
decided, it seemed, to ignore his sister, "him
standing there with them big buck eyes. You can
tell him to take this like a warning from the Lord.
This is what white folks does to niggers. I been
telling you, now you see."
"He better take it like a warning?" shrieked
Aunt Florence. He better take it? Why, Gabriel,
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it ain't him went halfway across this city to get
in a fight with white boys. This boy on the sofa
went deliberately, with a whole lot of other boys,
all the way to the west side, just looking for a
fight. I declare, I do wonder what goes on in your
head." (pp. 45-46)
The passage demonstrates how easy it was for Gabriel to
blame Roy's street life, which got him into trouble, on the
whites. However, as the alter-ego of Gabriel, Florence and
Elizabeth know that Roy is essentially to blame. In other
words, Florence and Elizabeth maintain a point of view that
represents the authors; and that is an indirect use of
authorial commentary.
Although the discussion in this chapter has not covered
all of the artistic techniques which Baldwin employs in Go
Tell It on the Mountain, suffice it to say that the ones
examined here, have been exploited very effectively by the
author to create realistic characters, reveal his overall
thematic concerns, and tell a good story. In this regard. Go
Tell It on the Mountain has not only attracted a lot of
readership because of Baldwin's incredible gift of reflecting
the theological concerns for the socio-economic conditions of
Black American families as well as the detrimental effects of
racism in the United States, but it also is read for its
technical development as a work of art. All in all, the
author's use of flashbacks, realistic characterization,
biblical diction and language realism, and authorial
commentary, all combine to make the novel a great fiction and
the author an excellent literary craftsman.
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Literary history is full of evidence of writers drawing
their thematic materials from the socio-economic and
political situations of their ages and backgrounds. James
Baldwin, in writing Go Tell It on the Mountain, must have
been affected by events of the U.S. of the 1940's, which also
affected collectively his racial group, the then Negroes, now
African Americans.
While growing up, Baldwin was introduced by his step¬
father into the church, the kind that the protagonist of his
novel, John Grimes, grew up in. He is black just as John
Grimes is. So, one is safe to speculate that, in creating
the character of John, Baldwin may have reached into his
inner soul to dig out those personal experiences that
affected him most and turned them into thematic materials.
In other words, the kind of life he led as the son of a black
preacher, and a black boy growing up in a black neighborhood
like Harlem, enabled him to write a realistic novel that
vividly recreates the poor environment, inside and outside
the church, that most black children knew well in the 1940's.
However, my analysis of the novel proves that if Baldwin
did no more than recreate personal experiences, the novel
would have been an autobiographical novel; but it is not.
Rather, the novel is a classic because he was able to use the
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personal experiences as raw materials that would be
transformed into a classic African American novel.
Baldwin read and admired existing novels such as A Tale
of Two Cities. Uncle Tom's Cabin, and Oliver Twist that
formally commented on the social issues of his times in
Europe and America. He admired the lyrics of the church
music he heard in his father's church, enjoyed reading the
contents of Richard Wright's Native Son without imitating the
author's style of expressing his novel's message. So, while
sharing a close affinity with Wright, as far as exposing the
racial problems of America goes, Baldwin's Go Tell It on the
Mountain firmly established him as a voice in exposing such
socio-economic and political problems as hunger, poverty,
religious hypocrisy, poor education, and racial
discrimination that the Negroes suffered in those years.
The discussion of the novel in Chapters 1 through 4 of
this thesis leads me to make the conclusions that follow in
this Chapter.
Baldwin utilized his writing skill for two basic
reasons; as a therapeutic technique to resolve some of his
personal fears and inhibitions, and to expose and call
attention to social and economic injustices facing the
American Negro. Like all good writers, Baldwin capitalized
upon the experiences of his past, the painful as well as the
jubilant ones. However, it required that he exile himself
from the United States so as to find the courage with which
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to confront some of the painful experiences of his past
before he could successfully find his own identity and thus
continue his writing, whose message was to be told "on the
mountain."
His past was filled with poverty, a fanatical and
domineering step-father, uncertainty concerning his
identity, and racism. He grew up in Harlem during the 1930's
where the struggle for basic survival was a daily task. In
the Harlem ghetto, one either had to viciously fight back or
become engulfed by the detrimental circumstances in the
ghetto. Baldwin chose to fight back with his writing. As a
young, impressionable boy, the nature of the Harlem ghetto
impressed upon Baldwin an urgency to first of all survive,
then to ultimately escape from the entrapments of the
environment.
He must summon every available ounce of stamina and
courage to escape the morbid world of pimps,
junkies, prostitutes, racketeers, and con men; or
he must abandon his search for identity, surrender
himself, and become engulfed by the vicious
circumstances of his surroundings.^
All these are personal experiences that he, indeed, made the
novelistic experience of John Grimes.
As has been hinted at earlier on, an artist, any artist,
is a product of the society, consisting of the people, their
institutions, their values, and so forth, in which he lives.
One's society provides inspiration to the artist. In this
instance, Baldwin drew from the environment of the pimps,
junkies, jackleg preachers, and the storefront churches of
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Harlem, and found inspiration in them. He discovered that he
had an innate and unwavering need to write about the daily
struggles of life in Harlem and that his particular calling
in life was to artistically delineate the "catastrophic
failure of the American Dream and the devastating inability
of the American people to deal with the calamity.^ In order
for Baldwin to fulfill his need to write, he first had to
disassociate himself from the Christian church, for he
believed that "whoever wishes to become a truly moral human
being...must first divorce himself from all the prohibitions,
crimes, and hypocrisies of the Christian church.
The Christian church, Baldwin believed, filled its
members with false hope and did not prepare or encourage them
to confront the injustices of everyday life but, rather, to
practice patience and "wait on the Lord." Thus, Baldwin left
the church and wholeheartedly embarked upon a career as a
writer, addressing vital issues concerning the American
Negro, in particular, but in a larger sense, all of humanity.
In 1953 Baldwin published his first novel, Go Tell It on the
Mountain, which was the result of him leaving the United
States in order to objectively come to terms with his
personal identity and the hypocrisies of the "American
Dream." In his writing, Baldwin deliberately sought to
reveal life as it truly is and not what we should believe it
to be. "Baldwin's writings are, then by their nature,
iconoclastic. While Black Art focuses on a black-oriented
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artistry, Baldwin is concerned with the destruction of the
fantasies and delusions of a contented audience which is
determined to avoid reality."^ All these explain why
hypocrisy is a major theme of Go Tell It on the Mountain.
Eventually Baldwin was able to trace his feelings for
America to rage. In an attempt to control and positively
channel his rage at racism and injustice, the same rage that
eventually drove his step-father insane, Baldwin created a
parallel in Gabriel Grimes, whose character served as a means
for him to release his own rage, while serving as his
contribution to the struggle for justice for all Americans.
Those who cared to read his novels know how Baldwin has
altered America's social and literary consciousness, because
he successfully and candidly portrayed credible human beings
caught in conflicts and seeped in American racism.
Perhaps more than any other American writer, Baldwin
uses religion and religious symbols to convey his message of
love; but in doing so, he reveals a realistic, imperfect
society. The spirit of evangelism permeates all areas of
Negro culture and Baldwin has capitalized on this reality.
He plunges to the human heart of the matter and his style
demands that one read and understand his message. His own
upbringing was suffused with piety and puritanical rigor and
consequently, his works rely heavily on religion and negative
and astronomical effects of evangelism. And it is precisely
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because of Baldwin's innate ability to capture and portray
Negro folk culture that his works are in great demand.
Go Tell It on the Mountain has become a compelling
literary text in many school systems throughout the United
States, because it is a reflection of American society.
Incorporated in the novel are those socio-economic problems
that provoked the Civil Rights Movements in the 1960's, and
the lessons of history, sociology, and religion, that must be
learned if America must find peace.
From the discussion in Chapter 4, it is evident that
Baldwin is a gifted and committed literary artist. Go Tell
It on the Mountain proves that he was keenly aware of the
social ills of America, and that he was not apprehensive in
disclosing them. In this sense. Go Tell It on the Mountain
is a realistic novel—one which mirrors the actual problems
of the actual American society.
One of those who appreciated Baldwin's role as a writer
and his Go Tell It on the Mountain as a classic novel, W. J.
Weatherby had this to say when he learned of Baldwin's death:
On December 8, 1987, more than 5,000 mourners
turned out at the Cathedral of St. John the Divine
on the edge of his native Harlem to welcome James
Arthur Baldwin home for the last time. When he
died one week earlier at the age of sixty-three at
his home in the south of France, America had lost
not only a transcendent novelist, essayist and
playwright, but also an important social thinker, a
tireless crusader for civil rights and a loyal
friend to many—black and white.^
Go Tell It on the Mountain is a great American novel,
because of its realistic description and depiction of the
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socio-economic and religious ills of American society of the
1940's, the author's artistic techniques, characterization,
diction, and language realism. Overall, the social issues
Baldwin dealt with, including racism, hypocrisy of the
church, and abject poverty that the Negroes of his times
suffered, may have been bitter pills, yet his way of handing
them out "on the mountain" made them easy to swallow. No
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